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Abstract. We report on the recent work on the van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity for
massive and partially massless gravitons in A(dS) space at one-loop.
The question of whether the graviton has a small non-zero mass or exactly
zero mass has been addressed by van Dam and Veltman, and Zakharov[l]. The
difference is physically detectible, e.g. by effect on bending of light by the sun.
The case for non-zero A has been studies by references [2] and [3] for de-Sitter
and Anti-deSitter space respectively. In the latter it was found that the massive
graviton has a smooth limit. An interesting phenomenon [4] that occurs in (A)dS
space is partial masslessness with reduced degrees of freedom
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All the above analysis is classical. One might ask the question what happens
when loop effects are taken into account. It was shown [5] that the discontinuity
persists in the flat space case. In [6] it was shown that this is also true in the case
A ^ O .
The starting point of the analysis is our starting point will be the action
} -f SM[/V] + ^[h - T]
where SL the Einstein-Hilbert action SE = -^^ fMd4x^(R - 2A), linearized
about a background metric g^ according to g^ = g^v -f /c/i^. If the background
metric is Einstein, then the linearized action for h^v is
n - 2R^a) h<>« - V'/iPM V"/#] (1)
where h^v = h^ — ̂ g^h^. The linearized Lagrangian SL has a diffeomorphism
symmetry which is broken when we add the Pauli-Fierz spin-2 mass term
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The source term for TMi/ (assumed conserved) is given by
In order to neatly compare the massive (and partially massless) case with the
massless one, we use the Stiickelberg formalism to restore gauge symmetry. This
is done by introducing an auxiliary vector field V^ and then making a change of
field integration variables h^v -> h^ — ̂ V(^K)- The gauge invariances are then
massve
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Note that the parameters £M and a correspond to diffeomorphisms and Weyl rescal-
ings respectively. For gauge-fixing we use a lagrangian quadratic in the constraint
with the additional constraint h = 0 for the partially massless case. We decompose
the metric fluctuation into traceless and scalar parts given respectively by ̂  =
= h so that
iLiiy ——
The source will similarly be split into its irreducible components T^v = j^ -f- \
The corresponding differential (Lichnerowicz)operators are given as
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A(l, 1)(/>MZ/ = -D<^ 4- R^l + #i/T0£ - IRupvr^
/\^i5 1)^ = _ n£M 4- 7?^^
A(0,0) = -D
At this stage one has to take into account the vector ghosts and the correspond-
ing Faddeev-popov determinant. Now we restore yet another gauge invariance,
namely that for the "massive" spin-1 field V1*. As before, we impose gauge sym-
metry by multiplying by a path-integral / T>x over a new decoupled scalar field x
and then making the change of variables V^ -> V^ — M~1VA4x> By construction, the
action resulting from the previous step is invariant under the gauge-transformation
X
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A useful choice for the gauge-condition is to associate the longitudinal component
of V with x- We now have a Faddeev-Popov scalar ghost and the resulting gauge-
fixed action is
, 1) - 2A + M2) ̂  + V" (A(|, |) - 2A + M2) V^
^
+I0/W" + 1̂ '
for the massive case, and
S = |, 1) - f A) V,
-2X (A(0, 0) - | A) X + \^r + &j
for the partially massless case. The resulting one loop contributions
= -lnZ[g,0} are tabulated as
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It remains to check that there is no conspiracy among the eigenvalues of these
operators that would make these expressions coincide. To show this, it suffices to
calculate the coefficients in expansion for the graviton propagator associated with
Sx + SM, and compare it with the massless and the partially massless cases as can
be determined from [7]. The trace of the heat kernel
gives 64 ' which determines the number of zero modes and is given by
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We see that the full quantum theory for each of the massive and partially
massless theories is discontinuous [6]. This is perhaps not surprising considering
the different degrees of freedom in the three cases.
Recently the case of the gravitino has been studies classically for A ^ 0 [8]
with conclusion similar to those in the case for the graviton. The quantum case is
currently under investigation.
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